This paper proposes APTCC, Auto Parallelizing Translator from C to CUDA, a translator from C code to CUDA C without any directives. CUDA C is a programming language for general purpose GPU (GPGPU). CUDA C requires us a special programming manner differently from C. Although there are several pieces of research to reduce this difficulty, the result of those researches still compels us to beware of GPU architecture. It is better however that we are able to concentrate on the algorithm. Hence we propose translation of C code into CUDA C optimized to the target GPU architecture without directives, where the complexity of the GPU hardware is transparent to the programmer.
Introduction
In recent years, GPU comes to be used for general computation rather than only for graphics processing. Because the GPU is designed to process a huge amount of pixels in a short time, it is suitable for applying the same sequence of operations to a large number of data. Stencil computation is a typical example of this kind of computations from the areas other than graphics processing [1] .
Although in old days there were no standard language to control GPU, a C-extension language for general purpose GPU (GPGPU) called CUDA C has been released by NVIDIA in 2007 [2] . CUDA stands for Compute Unified Device Architecture. CUDA C is not the first high-level language to control GPU. Direct3D has a high-level programming language called High Level Shader Language (HLSL) [3] to write shader programs and HLSL became available from DirectX3D versions DirectX9 and later. OpenGL also has a high-level shader language called OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) [4] . Cg [5] is a high-level language to write shader programs which was offered by NVIDIA before CUDA C. General purpose programming were tried with those shader languages, but it was required to program with strong restrictions and tricky usage of Graphics API for general purpose computing. Comparing with these high-level languages, CUDA C is a language for GPGPU. There is a new specification of a programming language for heterogeneous programming called OpenCL [6] . GPU is included as one of the target of OpenCL. The core programming language of OpenCL is called OpenCL C and it is similar to CUDA C. But CUDA C is the only target of this paper.
To learn and to write CUDA C is easy because CUDA C is a simple extension of C language. However, even using CUDA C, getting good performance -it must be the main reason for using GPUs for general purpose computingis still difficult. The cause for this difficulty is the fact that CUDA C is too close to GPU hardware. We are forced to consider about the hardware implementation of GPU whenever we write high performance programs using CUDA C. We want to make it easier to get a CUDA C code that achieves good performance.
This paper proposes a translator named APTCC which takes C language source codes as inputs and outputs a CUDA C code which carries out the same calculations on GPU. In our approach, the knowledge of characteristics of GPU is included to APTCC and APTCC outputs the optimized CUDA C code based on that knowledge. We selected the programming language C to write source code because it is widely used.
There are many other approaches to make CUDA C easier: Wrapping typical functions into a library [7, 8] , making a new language [9] , defining a Domain Specific Language [10, 11] , directive-based approach [12] and so on. Some are for writing CUDA C easier and some are for getting good performance CUDA C code easier. Some of these approaches are not targeted to only at CUDA C but also at OpenCL.
When we compare APTCC with these researches, the biggest advantage of APTCC is the elimination of any additions to the C language. APTCC does not introduce any new function, syntax, class and directive. APTCC accepts the standard C code and translates it into CUDA C code.
In this paper, the preliminary implementation of APTCC is discussed. Section 2 is for brief introduction of CUDA C and in section 3 we outline our proposal. The detail of current APTCC implementation is explained in section 4, and the performance of this preliminary implementation is evaluated in section 5.
CUDA C
This section is for brief introduction of CUDA C. To get more detailed information, programming guide of CUDA C [13] issued by NVIDIA is a good reference.
The syntax of CUDA C is almost same as C language but a few specifiers are added. In a program written in CUDA C, we call the CPU "host" and the GPU "device." To use one GPU, we have to write the data transfer codes and the definition of functions that are carried out computations on GPU. First the memory on the "device" must be allocated and the data for succeeding calculation on the "device" must be sent to the "device." The calculation on the device must be expressed as a function whose definition is given with the special specifier global . This function is called "kernel" and the "device" executes the "kernel" when the "host" invokes it. A GPU has several Multi Processors (MPs) and each MP has many Stream Processors (SPs). In the the latest product GTX580, the numbers of MP and SP is 16 and 32, respectively.
"Block" and "thread" in CUDA C are the abstraction of MP and SP, respectively. When the "host" invokes a "kernel," the "host" must specify the number of "block" and the "threads" per "block." One "block" runs on one MP and one "thread" runs on one SP. From the latest architecture called Fermi, we can invoke another "kernel" before preceding "kernel" invocation finishes.
The parallelism is important to get a good performance in CUDA C. At least, 16 "blocks" for fully use of the MPs and 256 "threads" for hiding the latency of memory accesses are required according to the recommendation from NVIDIA. SPs that belongs to the same MP can cooperate by taking the synchronization and sharing data through the small, high-speed MP-local memory called shared memory. Before Fermi architecture comes out, coalescing the memory access pattern and timing, and using the shared memory efficiently were recognized as the most important factors to get the good performance. However, nowadays importance of these techniques are declining because Fermi architecture has cache memory and the hardware for memory access has been improved.
Proposal
Although CUDA C is a high-level language for GPGPU, to achieve good performance is still difficult. Many aspects of GPU can be controlled through CUDA C, but it is achieved by making CUDA C quite close to the hardware. Which of global or shared memory should be used to store each temporal data can be chosen, the number of the "blocks" and the "threads" to execute each "kernel" can be selected, and so on. Programming with care about the hardware architecture is required for the good performance because each language feature has a direct correspondence to a GPU hardware feature. One have to take care about the memory architecture and have to consider how to put the parallelism into practice upon MP and SP.
In consideration of these aspects, a language system which can make it easier to get a good performance with CUDA C is desirable. APTCC is proposed to answer that requirement. APTCC takes a function written in programming language C and translates it to CUDA C. The output of APTCC is source codes that carry out same calculation as the input code, but will be executed using GPU. To generate a high performance code, APTCC has the information about characteristics of GPUs. Making the best use of that information, APTCC generates the CUDA C code.
In translating C code to a CUDA C code, two different questions should be answered. The first question is how to select the code fragments which should be translated into CUDA C code, and the second question is how to translate the selected code fragments into CUDA C. Those two questions are not completely separate questions because the choice of the code fragments for translation should be based on the performance of resulting CUDA C code, but the performance of resulting CUDA C code is depends on how the selected code fragments is translated.
Preliminary Implementation

Selection of code fragments
Given a function definition, the current implementation of APTCC selects nested loops as the targets of translation and generates CUDA C codes for the statements in the body of the outermost loop.
That heuristic is inspired by a typical pattern of computations in scientific simulations and iterative numerical methods. For example, a partial differential equation is solved by iteratively calculating the state of the next time step based on the state of the current time step. Typical iterative numerical methods has a loop whose terminal condition is defined by the precision and the iteration count. Those kind of loops consume main computational complexity in many applications. The current implementation of APTCC detects those kind of loops and focuses to make the computation that is included in those kind of loops faster by using GPU.
Although Fermi architecture can handle the task parallelism , GPU is more suitable for handling data parallelism. Huge data parallelism is required to draw out the good performance of GPU. Thus choosing loops for translation into CUDA C is a reasonable method because huge data parallelism is typically described with loop syntax. According to above consideration, the current implementation of APTCC targets on the nested loop.
Selection of code fragments for translation has huge room for improvement. A loop that includes dependency is not providing the parallelism that is requested by the GPU. Even if a loop do not includes any dependency, the loop that terminates in short time can not be faster if it carries on GPU. To make the number of memory transfer as low as possible is preferable because memory transfer between CPU and GPU is one of the cost. Considering those factors, more sophisticated methods for selecting the code fragments that are carried out on GPU can be developed. This topic is one of our future work.
Overview of translation
The target loop statement of translation is called main-for in this paper. Given a function definition written in C language that should be translated it into CUDA C code, APTCC conducts series of operations, which are classified into two broad classes those related to memory management and to computation.
As for the memory management, APTCC generates codes for variable declaration, device memory allocation, data transfer between the "host" and the "device," and device memory deallocation. The variables that are going to point the GPU global memory address is declared at the top of the translated function. Before the main-for, memory areas on the GPU are allocated by estimating the size from the for statements and initialized by transferring the data from the "host" to the "device." The data which is referred on the "host" during the iteration, such as the value used in the terminal condition of the main-for loop, is brought back to the "host" on each iteration. After main-for, GPU sends all the data on the memory areas that are initialized before the main-for to the "host" memory. The allocated GPU global memory is released at the end of function. Details of the translation will be described in section 4.3.3.
In the translation of computation, APTCC replaces all the statements in main-for by "kernel" invocations and generates definition of each "kernel" function. The loops that have only the statements without dependency is translated into the codes that runs in parallel on one GPU. APTCC replaces the loop counter of such loop by the "thread" identifier to parallelize the calculation. In the current implementation of APTCC, substitution statement are also executed on GPU. APTCC generates a tiny "kernel" function that is invoked with a single thread, for each substitution statement.
Before describing the details of the implementation, we define the simple for-statement because the for-statement is important to get information for translation.
If all of a,b,c,w,N are the immutable variables in the scope of main-for statement, it is called simple for-statement in this paper. In other words, there are two requirements to for-statement to claim it is a simple for-statement.
Only immutable variables are used to describe the initialization of the loop counter and the terminal condition.
Let i be a loop counter and c be an immutable variable, step-form must be one of the following expressions:
Only a combination of the loop counter and immutable variables constructed by arithmetic operators are used to express the dereference. More specifically, array index must be linear to the loop counter.
In the current implementation of APTCC, each pointer variable in a input code must appear in one or more simple for-statements.
Memory
Declaration of variables on device memory
The pointer variables that refer to allocated memory on "device" are declared at the top of translated code. The type of each declared variable is decided based on the following rule. If a variable is non-pointer type T in the original code, the type of the corresponding variable is T*. Otherwise the variable is declared with the same type to the original variable.
Non-pointer variables that is accessed in the loops that are parallelized within the main-for loop must be declared as a "thread" local variables. The declaration and the allocation for those variables are not necessary.
Allocation of device memory
Next, device memory areas are allocated to the declared variables, where the size of each variable must be determined in addition to its type. To allocate a memory area for a variable var T of a non-pointer type T, calling cudaMalloc function with the argument size(T) is enough.
cudaMalloc((void**)&var_T, sizeof(T)); However, to allocate memory for a pointer type variable is not simple because the size description of the original variable may not be visible. If the allocation code (malloc function call, typically) is visible, then the size description is taken from the allocation code. In the case of a memory area that is given by the callee of the target function through a pointer variable, the size description can not be acquired directly.
APTCC therefore, estimates the size of the allocated memory from its dereferences. Currently APTCC assumes the array accesses appear only within simple for-statements. Consider the following simple for-statement.
for(i = a; i < N; i++) { p[i] = alpha * q[i]; } From the above simple for-statement, APTCC gets the size estimations for the arrays p, q as N.
To decide the size of an allocated memory, APTCC first collects the size estimations of all its references as discussed above and constructs the lexical description of each estimation. Simple for-statements that appear in the functions which are called in the main-for are also the targets of this collection.
Next, APTCC declares an integer array which is initialized by all of these estimations and a integer variable that is initialized by the maximum element of that. The maximum value will be calculated on runtime, as the following illustrates, where max(int *p, int n) calculates the maximum value of an integer array p of length n. int est_p = {N, N/2 +1}; int size_p = max(est_p, 2);
After deciding the size of the arrays, cudaMalloc function is called to allocate device memory as follows.
cudaMalloc((void**)&d_p, sizeof(float)*size_p);
Data transfer
Before the main-for, APTCC puts codes for data transfers. It is the initialization of GPU global memory. Some data have to be brought back to "host" in each iteration and some have not. If the terminal condition is given by a kind of norm of a vector for example, the calculation of the norm is carried out on GPU to avoid transfer of the vector data from GPU to CPU in each iteration. However, the use of the norm is on the "host" -to decide whether the iteration should be terminated or not. Only the data that is used at the terminal condition of the main-for is required to be brought back to the "host" because whole body of the main-for is carried out on the "device" in the output code of APTCC.
After the main-for, APTCC transfers the data on the " device" to the "host." Although the optimization that minimizes the size of transferred data is not implemented in the current implementation of APTCC, that memory transfer is not a big overhead in the experiments that are discussed in section 5.
Release
The allocated memory on the "device" must be released at the end of the function. Thus APTCC must put the code that releases all the allocated memory on the "device" at any place where the control can exit from the function.
There are three kinds of places where the control can exit: the end of a function, return statements, and some special functions like exit. APTCC puts the release codes at all those three kinds of places.
Computation 4.4.1. Parallelizable loops
A for-statement without dependency can be parallelized by replacement of the loop counter to a "thread" identifier. Assume that the original for-statement is the following code with the integer variable n and float pointers p, q.
The generated "kernel" function is as following. APTCC puts an if-statement wrapping the body of the original for-statement to avoid the illegal access because APTCC may choose the number of the threads different from the loop count n. The "kernel" invocation code for above "kernel" function autodefined0 requires n "threads." But the actual value of n may be unknown till runtime. Thus APTCC chooses the numbers of the "blocks" and the "threads" as follows. The number of the "threads" per "block" is fixed to 256. The total number of "threads" must be larger than the maximum value of loop counter. The number of "blocks" is decided on runtime to meet this requirement. In the case of above example, the number of the "blocks" is (n+255)/256. The "kernel" invocation code is generated as: autodefined0<<<(n+255)/256, 256>>>(d_p, d_q, d_n);
The best suitable number of the "threads" per "block" may be different from 256 for some applications. Empirically however, 256 "threads" per "block" gives a good performance for many applications. In the case of a nested for-statement, APTCC parallelizes the outermost for-statement. Parallelizing the inner for-statement may be a good strategy but it is still not available in APTCC.
Function calling
In main-for, only two kinds of the functions are able to be called. The first functions are the functions that are built into CUDA C. The second functions are the user-defined functions whose definitions are available. APTCC requires that the second functions are not used in nested loops in the main-for. The definitions of the corresponding "kernel" functions must be generated for the second functions. Interprocedural analysis is required to generate this definition. Current implementation of APTCC handles only the two types of the functions that are listed below.
A function of the first type consists of a parallelizable simple for-loop such as an addition of two vectors. APTCC replaces the loop counter of the outermost loop by the "thread" identifier. The "kernel" invocation code for this type of function is same as the replacement of for-statement which is discussed in 4.4.1.
A function of the second type consists of a reduction loop such as an inner product of two vectors. In this kind of operation, the result is stored in one scalar variable and the variable is substituted many times. To translate this kind of operation with good performance, APTCC generates two "kernel" functions. The first "kernel" carries out partial calculation on each "block." In each "block," each "thread" issues the unit operation and keeps the result on shared memory. These partial results are aggregated to the first element of shared array by using the Tree-based approach [14] . Finally "thread" which has 0 as its identifier stores this partial result to global memory through the pointer which is provided as an argument. The second "kernel" is given a pointer that points the partial result of the first "kernel" and a pointer to store the result value. This "kernel" will be invoked with one "block" and 1024 "threads" per "block" and aggregates the partial values into one variable by the Tree-based approach [14] .
All other kinds of functions are translated into "device" functions which are invoked with only one "thread." In the experimental translation for K-means method described at 5.3, there is a loop that includes nested dereference such as a[b [i] ]. This is a concrete example of the function that APTCC generates the "kernel" function that is invoked with only one "thread." This "kernel" is the bottle neck of the translated code in this experiment. (More than 95% of the calculation time is used for this function in this experiment.)
In the case of the function that has a return value, generated function will be added one extra argument. The result value will be stored in the memory address that is pointed by the extra argument, because a "kernel" function in CUDA C can not return any value.
Substitution statement
From a simple substitution statement which does not includes any function calls, APTCC generates a "kernel" function carries out the same operation and that "kernel" function will be invoked with only one "thread." On the other hand, some substitute statements have both operators and function calls on the right hand side of the statement as following.
a = b / f(c);
This kind of substitution statement is decomposed into two separate statements. The first statement saves the return value of the function into a temporal variable. The second statement is similar to the original statement but the function call is replaced by the temporal variable. The above example will be translated into the following code. tmp = f(c); a = b / tmp; These decomposition and replacement are applied to the input source code before any other translation processes. In the translation, the first statement is replaced by the "kernel" function as mentioned in 4.4.2 and the second statement is replaced in the same way as the simple substitution case which is mentioned above.
Experiments
Five example codes were written for experiments to translate: partial differential equation (PDE), image filter, k-means method, N body problem, and conjugate gradient method. This section gives a brief explanation of each implementation and the performance measurement results of the original code and the translated CUDA C code.
The main purpose here is to compare the performance of the translated CUDA C code to the original C language implementation. Therefore, after confirming the translated code actually gives the same result as the original code, the number of iterations is fixed to smaller numbers.
The experiments was carried out on three different GPUs: Tesla C2050 with 3 GB global memory, GeForce GTX 470 with 1280 MB global memory and GeForce GTX 580 with 1.5 GB global memory. The competing CPU is Core i7 3.33 GHz with 3 GB memory.
PDE
The first example is a code that solves a two dimensional partial differential equation (PDE). Let i and j, be the grid indices of direction x and y , respectively, k be the index of time step, and N be the length of one side of the square mesh. PDE was discretized as following.
The value of r is fixed to 0.2 for this experiment. The iteration count of this experiment is 1000. The execution time is plotted in Figure 1 . Figure 2 shows the transition of proportion in consumed time by each step of this calculation. Each area corresponds to calculating next step, calculating the norm of the area partially, wrap up the partial calculation of the norm, and transfer the value of the norm to the "host," from left to right.
The translation of reduction function which is discussed in 4.4.2 is applied to the calculation of the norm. The calculation time which is consumed by the latter part of norm calculation is constant in this approach so that the third area declines along with the problem size increasing. The calculation time of the former part is increasing as the problem size increasing but there are two factors. If the problem size is smaller than 1024, there are several "blocks" which do not work at all because each "block" owes to one row. Otherwise, each "block" works on one or more rows. This is why the tendency of proportion varies from the problem sizes 1024 to 2048 in Figure 2 . The another factor is the number of "threads." If the problem size is larger than 256, each "thread" works on more than one element because one "block" has 256 "threads." Meanwhile if the problem is smaller than 256, some "threads" do nothing.
Comparing with the performance of original code that was executed on Core i7, the translated code shows better performance when the problem size is bigger than 1024. This figure shows that APTCC generates a high performance CUDA C code for PDE code if the problem size is sufficiently big.
Filter
The second example is a code that performs 9 × 9 moving average filter to a given picture. First, the summation of the illuminance among surrounding 9 × 9 square domain of each pixel is calculated. Next, it is divided by the square measure of the domain -81. The result value is the illuminance for the target point. 9 × 9 moving average filter is a filter which applies this process to all pixels in the given picture.
This filter is not a iterative method and does not have any condition about precision and iteration. Therefore we wrap whole process of this filter in a for statement that iterates only one time to make fit this program to the requirements of APTCC. So to speak, the iteration count of this experiment is 1. The execution time is plotted in Figure 3 . If the size of the given picture is lager than 384, the performance of the translated code is better than the original code. This example shows that not only for a code that implements iterative process such as PDE but also for a code that implements a process runs only once, APTCC generates a high performance code if there is huge data parallelism in the process.
K-means
The third example is a clustering method called K-means. In this algorithm, the number of clusters, the distance function, and many points are given. The centroid of a cluster is the average point among all the points that belong to the cluster. The goal of this algorithm is to produce the cluster which minimize the summation of distance between points and the centroid of the cluster where the points belong. The terminal condition about precision is given by the number of migrated points from previous cluster. The algorithm terminates when the number of migrated points becomes 0. But the iteration count was fixed to 100 for this experiment, as described at the top of this section, though this algorithm did not terminate in 100 times iteration for any data set.
The execution time is plotted in Figure 4 . More than 95% of GPU time was used by the "kernel" function which includes nested dereference. As explained in 4.4.2, this statement is not parallelized at all and the "kernel" function is invoked with one "thread." It means that almost all part of this example is executed with only one "thread" and this is the reason for similarity between the graph of Core i7 and the graphs of GPUs in Figure 4 . But the translated code shows better performance.
N body
The fourth example is an N body simulation. Only the mass,velocity, and acceleration are considered to decide the state on next time step. This example does not require the terminal condition from precision and the iteration count was fixed to 1000.
The execution time is plotted in Figure 5 . This result is similar to the case of PDE(5.1). If the size of the problem is big and sufficient data parallelism is available, the translated code gets a higher performance than the original code.
CG
The last example is the conjugate gradient (CG) method with no preconditioning. CG is a well-known iterative method to solve systems of linear equations with a positive symmetric definite matrix coefficient. This CG code was used in a one dimensional finite element method code as a linear solver. The iteration count was fixed to 1000. The execution time is plotted in Figure 6 . The consumed time in the initialization of the array that is used to store the result of the one dimensional finite element method and construction of the coefficient matrix are not included in Figure 6 . Only the time which is consumed by CG solver is shown in the figure.
The original source code of this method included a larger number of statements than the other four examples. As a result, the translated code includes more "kernel" invocations than the other examples. According to the figure, the code translated by APTCC has better performance compare with the original code. 
Summary
This paper proposes APTCC, Auto Parallelizing Translator from C to CUDA. APTCC assumes the codes written in C language as inputs. Focusing on the nested loop in the codes, APTCC translates the given function into CUDA C code. APTCC puts the device memory management codes and replaces all the statements in the nested loop with the statements that invoke functions which are executed on GPU. Five experiments were performed for the performance evaluation. For all of those five experiments, the performance of the translated codes that were executed on GPU are better than the original codes written in C language.
Future Work
The current APTCC implementation is still under way and there are many respects to improve: improving the usage of shared memory, removing unnecessary codes, concatenating some generated "kernels" and so on. Especially, using multiple GPUs is a big deal. Although it is not supported in the current implementation, using multiple GPUs is important to solve big practical problems.
The original source code written in C language is required to use APTCC. By using the original source code, APTCC can generate a code that selects which processor of GPU and CPU should be used to minimize some objective functions. In particular case, the objective function is time but in next era it can be power consumption. And also, if the cost for communication between the "host" and the "device" is low, using both of CPU and GPU could be better.
The current implementation of APTCC assumes which function should be translated into CUDA C code because to generate the CUDA C code was our first milestone. Telling which part could be parallelized and generating the parallelized code are independent problems. But to distinguish which part of the original code could be parallelized is another interesting problem and if it will be achieved, the translation becomes fully automatic. On that stage, we do not have to learn CUDA C language anymore.
These three topics, to improve the current implementation, to generate the code that CPU and GPU collaborates, and to distinguish which part of source code could be parallelized are our future work.
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